8th Grade Supply List 2015-16

**Required across the board for classes:**
Pencils and Pens, black; *blue for math class*
3 Ring Pencil/Pen holder
Eraser
2 Highlighters
3-Hole College Ruled Notebook Paper
Ear buds or headphones (Labeled with name on tape wrapped around a cord)
**Optional:** 1GB (or larger) USB thumb drive (Labeled with name)

**Math/Science:**
3 ring 1 1/2” binder shared for math and science class
Texas Instruments TI-30XIIS calculator
Clear ruler with metric & standard scale
Graph Paper and Ruled notebook paper that is both 3-hole and 8.5” x 11”
5 dividers for math section of binder with customizable tabs
Clear protractor (Geometry only) Compass (Geometry only)

**Spanish:**
1 1/2” 3-ring binder with *at least* 5 dividers—this can be reused from 7th grade and/or combined with another subject as long as the dividers are in place
Journal for language trip (even *if you’re not going - can be just a spiral*)
Index cards for flashcards

**French:**
3-ring binder (2” recommended) with *at least* 3 dividers
Journal for language trip (even *if you’re not going - can be just a spiral*)

**Mandarin:**
A composition notebook of 100 sheets wide ruled (*The notebook you have from Mandarin 7 last year*).
1 1/2” binder (Can be shared with other subjects using dividers)
White Out *with pens* or eraser *with pencils*

**Band:**
1/2-1 inch 3 ring binder

**Art:**
All materials will be provided.

**English:**
Individual folder with paper or a section of another binder that can be devoted to English

**History:**
Ear buds or headphones (Labeled with name on tape wrapped around a cord)